For excellent results,
use ____ with ____.
Draw 3, Play 2,
Discard 1

Above all else,
Management can
give us ____.

____ is much better
than ____.
Draw 3, Play 2,
Discard 1

Management just
went on a retreat so
they could learn all
about ____.

When you mention
project team, I think
of ____.

The more projects I
do, the better I know
____.

The project manager
woke up in a
euphoric mood.
What caused this?

Zombie Manager
attack! They are
everywhere! I must
defend myself with
____!
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Management has
adopted a focus on
quality. Now ____ is
much more likely.

Managing a project
may require ____.

Requesting
additional funding
can result in ____.

____: Can't get
enough.

The PROJECT's pet
HR Director was
hungry, so the
PROJECT fed it ____.

John used to have a
crush on the CFO,
but now he only has
eyes for ____.
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I never truly
appreciated ____ until I
experienced ____.
Draw 3, Play 2,
Discard 1
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When people see
____, they know that
I am great at my job.

Name one of the
biggest impediments
to managing a
project.

My client keeps
adding more work to
the project. My usual
response: ____.

Those who can't do
must be teaching
about ____.

Oh No! Oversight of
my project has been
transferred to the
____ Bureau.
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____: Best thing
ever!

There simply is no
substitute for ____.

While the PROJECT
was relaxing on
vacation, it found great
enjoyment in thinking
about ____.

When I ask
Management for an
I often think of
important decision, I Management as ____.
can expect ____.

To make real
progress, Managers
frequently rely on
____.

____ is certainly the
road to ____.
Draw 3, Play 2,
Discard 1
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The PROJECT has a
mean sense of
humor. Its antics
often result in ____.

My worst project
mistake ever
involved ____.

When I retire, this is
why everyone will
remember me: ____.
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Working on a failing
project can leave you
with ____.

____ would have
improved the Project
Kickoff Meeting.

____ is never as good
as ____.
Draw 3, Play 2,
Discard 1

What is my greatest
strength?

I understand that my
Sponsor just got
training in ____.

When needed, you
can count on the
team to come
through with ____.

My next project will
most likely involve
____.

My most intense
project experience
involved ____.

Project success
requires a strong
background in ____.

The best project
strategy EVER
involves ____.

After the earthquake
of 1989, San
Francisco was rebuilt
with ____.

My best project
experience involved
____.
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What special training
have I had?

What is the most
important part of
project planning?
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Why experience ____
when it could be ____?
Draw 3, Play 2,
Discard 1
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We can depend on
Management for
many things, but
especially ____.

When the chips are
down, I look forward
to ____.

When Management
does its best, I can
look forward to ____.

What is the thing I
dread most?

Project problems are
usually caused by
____.

Two PROJECTs are
having a snack while
they watch a movie.
What are they eating?

Play 3 cards to create
I know I can make my
Working on an
a project haiku.
I use ____ to put high
customers happy
unplanned project is
quality in my work.
with ____.
like ____.
Draw 3, Play 3

What is Management ____ is no excuse for
hiding from me?
____.

This is how I spent
my day.

My project is in great
shape except for
____.

The PROJECT was
devastated. It ordered
____, but the vendor
delivered ____.
Draw 3, Play 2,
Discard 1
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When all else fails, I
can always depend
on ____.

What keeps me
awake at night?

As useless as ____.

____ helps me to
cope.

There is nothing
sadder in any
project than ____.
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The PROJECT ordered
dinner. It was sautéed
____ in ____ sauce.
Draw 3, Play 2,
Discard 1

This project is
getting to me. I just
burped and coughed
up ____.

In a project ravaged by
____, my only solace is
____.
Draw 3, Play 2,
Discard 1

Great. My
stakeholders just
took a class in ____.

A project plan is
helpful, but ____ is
just as good.

____ tells me that we
are really in trouble.

Bowling for ____.

Project managers
could inspire the
youth of America
with ____.

PROJECT opens an
online store called
Project Novelties™.
What do they sell?

At the end of the day
I can feel good about
____.
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Several US projects
in the Middle East are
In the end, it all
in trouble. What
comes down to ____.
should we send
them?

What helps me
unwind?

Stupid humans were
giving PROJECT a
hard time. So to get
even, PROJECT
invented ____.

What does a project
manager love most
of all?

What does a project
manager fear most of
all?
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Never use ____ when
____ would suffice.
Draw 3, Play 2,
Discard 1

Step 1. ____
Step 2. ____
Step 3. Success!

Plan - Do - Check ____.

Draw 3, Play 2,
Discard 1

The thing I want most
of all is ____.

My worst project
experience involved
____.

I solved the murder!
It was the PROJECT,
in the War Room,
with ____.

When all is going
well, I can always
count on ____.

Today on Oprah:
"$130B in US Military
projects has
delivered ____!"

In 100 years, every
museum will have a
Projects Exhibit that
will feature ____.
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Putting Lucy in the
Sky with
Diamonds© brand
sugar cubes in the
coffee

A road map to no
place in particular

Two hours of Yoga

Getting through a
speed trap without
a ticket

Binge watching the
Simpsons
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More perks

Finger pointing

The last thing we
need

A pale amber wine
class shimmering
in soft sunlight

A huge bonus

A robot that does
only one thing, and
does it over and
over

Thinking Quality
doesn't matter

A slam dunk

A free lunch

Roger Rabbit
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Scheduling
software

Sneaking a hit of
Hot Sauce when no
one is looking

Feeding the
template Nazis
slowly into a giant
paper shredder

A good whiskey

The power of a
single rose

The music of John
Philip Souza

A laptop computer
with a hamster for
a battery
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Begging for mercy

The space aliens
who run legal

An impromptu Elvis
Presley
impersonation

A string of drool

Counting the
"Umm"s during a
three hour meeting

Incoherent rage

Putting 12 cats in
the same box

Threats
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Having rejects from
the Dregs Platoon
assigned to the
project

User stories by
Stephen King

Imbeciles
practicing for the
Idiot Competition

Dirty wet laundry

A box of common
sense

3 million people all
wearing smiley face
masks

Massive amounts
of cash

Brand new thumb
screws

A cube with a view

Fear

An empty break
room, dark,
abandoned

Stakeholders in
heat

A hidden agenda

Leftover meatloaf

A Transmodal
Ideation Brief
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A silk glove, a
feather, and a
banana

A loaded weapon

Praise

An environment
where Management
has my back

Sharing an office
with the boss

An Etch-a-Sketch®
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Toys!

Making all status
Green, then
updating my
resume

Mentoring

An incompetent
power monger

Wine, chocolate
and really good
music

An aloof dictator
behind a closed
door

Assigning mimes to
Suppression of the
the
Human Spirit
communications
project
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Annihilation of
enemies

Following the First
Law of Project
Dynamics:
Plan-Do-CheckBlame

A private parking
spot

A slice of cake

Silky lingerie
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Bald face lies

The Hulk

Getting anyone
opposed to the
project transferred
to Detroit

Birds singing on a
bright, sunny day

The antique
computer that runs
everything

Winning a low ball
contract, then
nickel and diming
the client to death

Incoherent
mumbling

A goldmine

Training: Meeting
Deadlines through
Fear and
Intimidation

News flash: Ice in
Hell!
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Being fastened to a
wall with a nail gun,
one nail at a time

A mindless
micromanager

Giant paper clips

A million
centipedes
invading the office

Incompetence
beyond
comprehension

A smart phone

Getting the thing I
wanted most

Training: Predicting
Failure Sooner with
Good Scheduling

One on one
intimidation

The art of politics

Trust

Pretty ribbons

A train wreck in
slow motion

Extensive planning

Soft cooing noises
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An office chair
equipped with stick
shift and a Cherry
Bomb Muffler

Wasting great
computer
headphones on
Skype calls

My favorite music
without
interruptions

Stakeholders on
leashes

The blind leading
the hopeless
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Gleefully burning
the damn templates

Not bothering to
write a plan
because it would
just fail anyway

First Aid

Refusing to
discuss
communication
failure

Precious body
parts in a blender

Putting my head in
the sand and
finding out it's a cat
box

A display of
vulnerability

Getting recognition
for a job well done

A promotion

An ego the size of a
planet
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Training:
Protecting your
Estimates from
Reality

Superb
performance

Anger Management
Training

Ants

Something I can
blame when all hell
breaks loose

The CEO's
unwashed nephew

Complete and Total
Failure

Sheer grit and
determination

A pat on the back

A luxurious recliner

Satisfaction of a
job well done

Setting off a fire
alarm to avoid a
project status
meeting

Stupefied silence

Going out for a
beer after work

Solving a really
tough problem
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Hypnosis

A river, pouring
over rocks,
creating sand

A top notch project
team

A $20 bill lying in
the grass

Avoiding customer
disappointment by
setting an
expectation of failure

Getting whamsauced by the
auditors

An hour at the gun
range firing fully
automatic weapons

Multitasking (i.e.
screwing up more
than one thing at
the same time)

A steady supply of
coke

Bad art

Delivering the
status report as a
Broadway musical

People who do
nothing, but no one
can fire them

Being taunted by
the Ghost of
Projects Future

A 2 legged stool

Aspirin. Lots of
aspirin.
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Juggling
chainsaws in the
dark

Political influence

An Attack
Chihuahua

A quadruple
coronary bypass

A roller coaster ride
with no safety bar

A sculpture made
from crashed
airliner parts

A flashlight

A shrink with a
cure for ProjectUnder-Control
Delusion Syndrome

Fortune cookies

Hand cuffs

Judging Emotional
Intelligence by
shoe size

Surprise
accounting system
updates from kids
in Bulgaria

A screw driver, a
bowl and an airline
ticket

The CEO (Chief
Embarrassment
Opportunity)

Two hours in the
gym
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The CIO (Corporate
Working from home
Incompetency
Brain dead policies
Officer)

Flat soda and stale
chips

Paper. Lots and
lots of paper.

Small children

Finding out the new
Gasoline. A match.
100 percent correct
client is Dick
Opportunity.
assumptions
Cheney

PEBCAK errors
(Problem Exists
Between Keyboard
and Chair)

Mindless
compliance

The ultimate office
chair

Company car
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The Grinch

Walking barefoot
over cut glass
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Rules. And rules.
And rules.

A big stick

I-D-10T
root cause code

Calling Defects
Anonymous® to
help with the
team's defect
addiction

Mayhem

That sweet office
assistant who
brings me fresh
donuts and coffee

Dart board vendor
selection

Taking a contract
out on the vendor

Five minutes
without interruption
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Dancing with Alien®

Training:
Professional's
Guide to Resisting
Change

High quality

Quality so bad even
the US Congress
looks good in
comparison

Sabotaging another
Pushing a wheel
project to get their barrow full of frogs
funding
to market
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Travel policy that
includes in-room
movies

Eating cake

Turnip ice cream
with anchovy sauce

A big smile and
bright eyes

Ignoring change to
make it go away

Basing the project
approach on
Dilbert®
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Extreme
misdirection

Command and
Control

Genghis Khan on a
bad day

Fudging the time
reports

Budget Be Gone™,
PM software by
Bonnie & Clyde
Management
Systems

Management Skills

The stakeholder
who wants it NOW
but won't take the
time to tell us what
it is

Forty two

Basing cost
forecasts on the
astrology page of
the newspaper
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A Business Analyst
fully equipped with
slide rule and
crayons

A smile

A happy customer

A printer that uses
blood for toner

Magnificent, tall
trees swaying in
the wind

Clock Watchers
from Planet Zombia

Being skinned alive
with a vegetable
peeler
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A fire extinguisher
factory that is on
fire

Screaming in a fit
of hysteria

Keeping the
company's
Preferred Vendor
List in the family

Being boiled in acid

The CFO (Chief
Financial
Obstruction)

A stakeholder
pretending to have
a brain

Raw power

Earthquake!
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Neat printing

A Great White
Shark at an eating
competition

Forcing the team to
work 16 hour days
to get a bonus

Doing a crossword
while engaged in
Active Listening

Performing Conflict
Walking a tightrope
Management with a
over a piranha tank
sledge hammer

Assuming that
nothing will go
wrong
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Damn lawyers

Rotten luck

A corner office

A good, strong,
leather whip

Uppers in the
supply closet

Lacing the
celebratory cake with
A full body chicken
amphetamines to get
suit
the team working
faster
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Six bottles of
scotch in the
bottom drawer of
the file cabinet
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A blamestorming
session

A Mission
Statement that says Jumping head first
"Be Excellent to
into a wood chipper
One Another"

Finishing a major
Cramming a size 10
budget update and
The realization that
project into a Size 2
all the numbers add
size does matter
budget
up

Magical thinking

Teaching poodles
how to fly
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Completing a 2
hour commute in
under an hour

Good Meetings
Practice

Finding out that the
team has been
running a porn site
on project servers

A shooting gallery
where I am the
target

Running out of
coffee

Training: Success
through
Intimidation

Reaching a difficult
milestone on time
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Following the 2nd
Law of Project
Dynamics: Can't win,
Must lose, Must play
the games

A power outage

A 20% raise

A plunger to the
face

Stakeholders from
Mars

A ruler, a
protractor, and a
pencil

Sign-off of formal
documents

Vulnerable body
parts

Spam®

Blood sausage and
grits

Confusion

Cost overrun
tsunami

Reporting to the
Rule Master (obey
every rule or DIE!)

A mute point that
no longer matters

A dead weight
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Speaking loudly
when the foreign
client does not
understand me

Hell Boy

Fifty pearls from
one oyster

A Quality Statement
that reads: "Just
get it done."

Pizza!

An empire builder

A comfy office
chair

A warm fire on a
cold night

More work

A Magic Eight Ball®

Management by
Shiny Object

Staking
Management over
an ant hill and
pouring on the
honey

A short commute

Endless pots of hot
coffee

Being haunted by
the Ghost of
Projects Past

©
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A quiet
A Subject Matter
conversation with a
Expert who is
trusted associate NEVER AVAILABLE

A ready supply of
Xanax®

Winning the lottery

A big bowl of free
No Doze®

18 hour days

An out of tune
piano

Using a wrack to
meet stretch goals

Bloody, damn
lawyers

A pliers manicure

A team member
with chronic stupid

Mandatory stapler
training

A four poster flat
bed scanner

A waste of skin

50 Shades of Late
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Providing estimates
by playing 20
questions until I
finally guess the
number they want

A project plan

Secret handshake

Stealing ideas to
use in the next
presentation

The giant red
stapler

Murphy's Law

Making certain a
brother-in-law gets
the contract

Solving project
problems the
professional way
with 3 Martini
breakfasts

Simultaneous root
canal and
vasectomy
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Career
advancement

An architect with
extensive Tinker
Toy® experience

Getting a Fiat for a
rental car

Madly shredding
project documents
while the PMO
breaks down the
door

Unending boredom

The PMO raiding
the Project Close
celebration
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Can you really make the
deliverables that good?
Apparently, the Review
Board thinks you can and
they are backing your
approach.
Go Forward One Space

Your Sponsor just gave up
on that overly complicated
crap she wanted in the
deliverables. Joy! This will
make this project Soooo
much easier.
Go Forward 2 Spaces

PROJECT used hypnotic
PROJECT faked an executive
suggestion during a boring
memo reducing staff on your
meeting to implant
project, and you lost 2
conflicting objectives in your
people. Work has slowed to
stakeholders' brains. Now
a crawl. You must convince
they disagree about
your Sponsor to fix this
everything! This is going to
before the next review.
be a long project…
Go Back One Space

The team just proved
feasibility; your preferred
technical approach will
work! The Review Board is
surprised but very happy.
They have encouraged you
to be creative in finding a
way to dispose of the toxic
by-products.
Go Forward One Space

Project Review Cards: Plan - Core Release V1.1

Go Back One Space

Fantastic presentation!
Having a mime explain the
communication plan was a
brilliant stroke! The Review
Board was so impressed
they granted you additional
resources. Draw one card
from the SH deck.
Go Forward One Space
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New Sponsor! (Old one left;
something about finding
inner peace on a yak farm).
So, everything changes!
Trash your plan and start
over. Review Board wants
this done quickly!
Go Back to Kickoff

That pain in the neck
customer just took another
job. No more whiny
complaints at Project
Reviews! No more changing
requirements every other
day!
Go Forward One Space
(and go get a beer!)
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The Sponsor just signed off
on your change control plan.
Told you to keep the
stakeholders in line. Then
told you to make a dozen
changes and refused to
discuss it. This is going to
be a long project…
Go Forward One Space

A plague of roaches has
invaded your building. They
are everywhere: in file
drawers, crawling out of
computers, even in the
coffee maker! No more
Planning this week!
Go Back One Space (and get
a can of Bugger Off)
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PMO was abolished!
No more templates!
No more insane
bureaucracy!
(Sorry; just a rumor.
Celebrate anyway by
drawing one card from the
SH deck.)
Go Forward One Space

You just delivered another
status report. And survived.
Barely. Go lick your
wounds.

Go Forward One Space

PROJECT clogged the air
filter in your laptop, which
overheated so bad it melted.
All of your planning
documents are history. You
had nothing to show the
Review Board, and they are
really steamed.

NO PLAN. The PMO has just
adopted Plan-Lite® . They
have approved your partially
completed plans, so "Get
Busy!" This is progress?
Display this card for the
remainder of the game.
Go to the 1st Space in Do

Go Back One Space

You convinced the Review
Board that you can get the
Perpetual Motion Device
working a LOT SOONER
with just a few more
resources. Now all you have
to do is deliver. Draw one
card from the SH deck.

Why design your own atomic
laser-welder (expensive!)
when you can get one used
(cheap) from the Smoking
Hole Exotic Tools Catalog?
Helps the budget, and what
could go wrong? The Review
Board approves.

Go Forward One Space
(and figure out where to hide
that battery)
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Go Forward One Space
(Got insurance?)
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Genghis Khan just joined the Most of the team has been
team. You had him present reassigned to fight a fire. (A
the status report, and the
completely avoidable,
reviewers were afraid to ask stupid, management-created
any questions! Review
fire.) Everyone is panicked.
meetings should always be
No idea when they will be
this easy.
back. No progress to report.
Go Forward One Space (and
think about hiring the Hulk)

Go Back One Space

You expected that
Ice storm! Everything will be cheapskate Review Board to
closed for a week! You will
refuse your request for
miss an important milestone. additional funds, so you had
your team present it to them
in four part harmony. They
bought it!
Go Back One Space
Go Forward One Space
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The same stakeholders who
will die if the project is late
just added a boat load of
new requirements. Crappy,
totally unnecessary
requirements. The Review
Board will not give you even
one more day. Time to find
some corners to cut.

The PMO has just asked you
to adjust your plan for
planning the Planning Phase
and then update your
Planning plan. The Review
Board wants to know where
you plan is. You want to hit
your head with a brick.

Go Back One Space

Go Back One Space

NO PLAN. Your Sponsor
just told you, "Don't waste
your time planning. Just get
the job done!" Lucky you!
No need for a plan! What
could go wrong? Display
this card for the remainder
of the game.

You see? It worked. Adding
blinking lights and sound
effects to the prototype
really impressed your
customer. And they gave a
glowing review to the
Review Board. This was a
Good Day!

Go to the First Space in Do

Go Forward One Space
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Turns out your new team
member worked on a project
just like this one last year
and, Presto! All of your
estimates are done. Wow,
that was fast. The Review
Board will be impressed.
Go Forward 2 Spaces

Mr. Scope Creep, the VP
from Marketing, just retired.
Yes!
Go Forward One Space

Lightening struck the
building and half the
electronics are fried. Your
servers are smoked, and
your project plan is GONE!
And you have a major
project review tomorrow.
Go Back One Space
(and back up your files!)

You just figured out how to
stick another department
with a big chunk of your
project work. Less work for
you!
Go Forward One Space

You argued. You pleaded. In
the end, it was the sad
puppy eyes that worked, and
the Review Board approved
your resource plan. It
appears that you got what
you asked for. Draw 2 cards
from the SH deck.
Go Forward One Space

The SME that kept
complaining to management
that you couldn't plan your
way out of a paper bag just
got fired. Of course, you
had nothing to do with that.
Hee Hee.
Go Forward One Space

Project Review Cards: Plan - Core Release V1.1
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Project audit did not go well.
It seems that someone made
the acceptance criteria so
loose that "It doesn't blow
up when turned on" was a
pass. The Review Board is
VERY upset. Get things
right, quick!

Your team found alien
technology in the desert and
used it to make your
deliverable work AND it
glows in the dark. The
Review Board is impressed.
Go Forward One Space

Go to Check

PROJECT planted Stupid
Seeds in your stakeholders'
brains. The seeds sprouted
and grew like crazy. It made
no difference. In fact, they
might be a bit smarter.

The team was just relocated
from comfy cubes to the
"Office of Tomorrow". They
hate it. Productivity is near
zero. The Review Board is
unsympathetic. Fix this.

Go Forward One Space

Go to Check
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Wow! You cut your
document approval time in
half. The Review Board is
impressed. (It's so much
easier when you don't
include the customer.)
Go Forward One Space (and
hope the Review Board
doesn't find out)

PROJECT lures the team
into the Land of Get It Done
Quick and Go Get a Beer.
Quality tanks. Lots of
rework! The Review Board
is very unhappy. Get the
team back on track.
Go to Check
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The project team has
developed a great rapport
with the customer.
Everyone is happy! The
Review Board is happy! You
are happy!
Wow; legal weed is great
stuff.
Go to Check

You just returned from
vacation in Colorado to find
your project a shambles.
But you were too mellow to
let it bother you. Maybe that
was contagious; the Review
Board let your miserable
report pass.
Go Forward One Space
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Your client really liked the
last demo (your Haiku error
messages did the trick).
That made the Review Board
happy. Maybe you'll get out
in time for Happy Hour
today?

Your team has cracked time
travel! You were excited to
include this in your report,
but the Review Board was
unfazed. They just want to
know if you will finish the
project last month.

Go Forward One Space

Go Forward One Space

PROJECT infected your
vendors with a greed virus
and now they all want to
raise prices. The Review
Board is in a panic. You
need to find a vaccine (or
maybe new vendors).

Maybe getting new hard
drives from Itscrapistan was
a bad idea. They heard the
crash in the next building!
But you had a complete
backup. The Review Board
congratulated you for your
foresight.

Go to Check

Project Review Cards: Do - Core Release V1.1

Go Forward One Space

Your new Risk Plan is
working; you have reported
no "red" issues to the
Review Board in the past 2
months and they are happy!
So life is good (as long as
you can keep your festering
issues hidden).

PROJECT just arranged for
one quarter of the project
team to be reassigned to
other work. You need to get
them back or find
replacements. Your Sponsor
has no time to help you.
Go to Check

Go Forward One Space

You just saved LOTS of
money. You found a used
Clone-O-Matic® tool in the
basement you thought you
would have to buy. The
Review Team is pleased.
Go Forward One Space

Great presentation; the
Kabuki Theater format was
so good no one noticed the
crappy data. So you passed
another Project Review! AND
you have been granted
additional resources. Draw
one card from the SH deck.

(Don't let that DANGER - DO
NOT USE sticker bother you)
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You got points for putting
out that electrical fire during
the demo with your bare
hands. Your customer has
given you additional
resources. Draw one card
from the SH deck.

You just negotiated a
significant price drop with a
key vendor. The Review
Board is ecstatic! So
everything is fine (as long as
those parts from
Trashylvania actually work).

Your tools vendor delivered
on time! (Just before they
went to bankruptcy court.
That was close.) One less
thing to worry about. The
Review Board is relieved.

Go Forward One Space
(Wear gloves next time!)

Go Forward One Space

Go Forward One Space

A new deli just opened next
door and the food is great!
Everyone is happy, even the
Review Board. You'll have
to get those "special
cookies" again!

PROJECT infected your
stakeholders with changeitis, and now they want a
million little changes. Your
phone won't stop ringing!
You need to head this off
before the project blows up.

The Instant Water project
("Just add water and
PRESTO! It's Wet!") was just
cancelled (funding dried up).
You inherited their
resources. Draw two cards
from the SH deck.

Go to Check

Go Forward One Space

Go Forward One Space

Project Review Cards: Do - Core Release V1.1

That new trans-dimensional
transport technology was
supposed to save the day,
but it didn't. The vendor's
entire facility mysteriously
disappeared. Result: tough
day at the project review.
You'll need to figure out
what to do.
Go to Check

Good news: against all odds,
the team actually got the
cloaking device working.
Bad news: they can't find it.
But the Review Board was
impressed and granted you
additional resources; draw
one card from the SH deck.
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That VP who hates your
project is now on the Project
Review Board and planning
to make your life hell. Time
to strategize - how can you
get him fired?
Go to Check

You worked like hell to get
your ShareTheDocs® folder
working and now it's paying
off. Stakeholders can see
the project docs, and the
Review Board loves it.
Go Forward One Space
(and hope they don't find out
a stakeholder just erased all
your files)

Project Review Cards: Do - Core Release V1.1

The project is currently 23%
under budget and the
Review Board is VERY
happy. You have earned
additional resources; draw
one card from the SH deck.
Go Forward One Space
(and hope they don't notice
all the unfinished work)

A team member ordered the
wrong stuff. Again. Reorder
will take 30 days and you
need it next week. It's time
for a difficult conversation.
With the team member's
uncle. The CEO.
Go to Check
(and update your resume)

Team squabbles over
refrigerator rules have
turned into open warfare,
and your Sponsor wants to
know what's going on. It's
time to force some
consensus down the team's
collective throat.
Go to Check

PMO reorg! And now they
want more documentation
than ever! But you sent
them all email with
subliminal messaging and
now they all vomit whenever
they think of giving you
additional work. Great job!
Go Forward One Space
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Cancel one SH or NO
PLAN card. Play this card
on top of another card to
cancel it out.

All resident SH cards that
have been played on you
are hereby CANCELLED.

Stuff Happens Cards - Core Release V1.0

Ethics test. Every player
(clockwise) can choose to
either blind-pick an Answer
card from your hand, or do
nothing. If they raid your
hand, you play the next turn
with fewer cards. An ethical
person would not do that to
you. Are your friends
ethical?

(Play on anyone with a NO
PLAN card)
Your workspace lease just
The PMO assigned you as
ran out: Eviction Time! You
resource coordinator.
had no idea this was
Take one Answer card
coming. Expect no progress
from any player and give it
until you find new digs.
to any other player (not
Crap. You should have done
yourself).
some planning.

Request for more
Good news: You are going resources approved. Hold
on vacation. Bad news:
one extra Answer card in
It's an unpaid vacation.
your hand for remainder
Sit out the next turn.
of game. Keep and display
this card.
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Exchange. Discard one
Answer card from your
hand and play the next
hand one card short.
Draw one card from the
SH deck; use at any time.

You convinced the
Trade in your entire hand
Sponsor to let you staff up
for new Answer cards. Do
from other projects. Blindnot lose one turn. You
pick one Answer card
just get new cards. If you
from every other player
really like the cards you
and play with these extra
already have, you can
cards for as long as they
complain. (Whiner)
last.

Cutback in resources.
Hold one Answer card
fewer in your hand for
remainder of game. Keep
and display this card.

The PMO wants more
creativity, so be creative!
Right now, draw a card
from the SH deck and
either play it on any player
or keep it. Who needs
rules? Be creative!

The PMO has decided to PMO assignment: Practice
promote your project.
in Disciplinary Action.
Move your game piece up
Next time you are Team
one level or forward one
Lead, exercise tough love
space on the Status
by letting the losers know
board. If you land on a PR
how bad their answers
space, deal with it.
were.

PMO assignment:
Sensitivity training. Next
time you are Team Lead
you must read all cards in
a high, squeaky voice.

Stuff Happens Cards - Core Release V1.0
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PMO Servant Leader drill:
Place this card on the
table. All other players
draw one card from the
SH deck. You do not.

PMO assignment:
Diversity awareness drill.
Next time you are Team
Lead you must read all
cards in pirate speak.
AARRRRR!

Stuff Happens Cards - Core Release V1.0

Move your game piece
one level up or one space
forward. It's not because
you did anything special.
It's just your lucky day. If
you land on a PR space,
deal with it.

For no good reason, move
The PMO has reassigned
any player's game piece
resources. Player on your
back one space on the
right blind-picks any one
board. They should call
of your Answer cards and
you an idiot. Only an idiot
plays with that extra card
would do that. Move it
in the next turn. You play
now. If they land on a PR
one card short for two
space, they have to deal
turns.
with it. Idiot.

PMO has reassigned
resources. Player on your
left blind-picks any two of
your Answer cards and
has extra cards until they
are gone. You play two
cards short for one turn.

You convinced the
Sponsor to let you take
resources from another
project. Blind-pick one
Answer card from any
other player and play with
that extra card in the next
turn.
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(Play on anyone with a NO
PLAN card)
Your team is stuck. They
need that special contractor.
You know, the one you never
arranged for. No one is
available for 60 days. Crap.
You should have done some
planning.
MOVE BACK 2 SPACES

You have received
additional resources!
Hold one extra Answer
card fewer in your hand
for remainder of game.
Keep and display this
card.

Stuff Happens Cards - Core Release V1.0

Cancel one SH or NO
PLAN card. Play this card
on top of another card to
cancel it out.

You have been
temporarily assigned to
another project. Give the
next milestone you win to
the player on your left.

(Play on anyone with a NO
PLAN card)
You finally convinced your
Sponsor that planning must
be done. So all of a sudden
she wants it done NOW! Go
back to the last PLAN space
and finish planning.
DISCARD YOUR NO PLAN
CARD

It's your turn to refill the
snacks bowl. Sit out the
next turn and go do it.

PMO assignment: Nonverbal communication
drill. You must announce
your next card choice as
Team Lead in pantomime.

The Sponsor has pulled
some strings. Move your
game piece up one level
or, if that cannot be done,
forward one space. If you
land on a PR space, deal
with it.
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Do not reveal this card!
Request for more
Next time you are Team
resources approved. Hold
Lead you get to play the
one extra Answer card in
SH cards played on you
your hand for remainder
back on any other
of game. Keep and display
player(s). THEN you can
this card.
reveal this card. Revenge!

(Play on anyone with a NO
PLAN card)
Your team needs a Clean
Room for the next phase of
work. You had no clue, and
there's nothing available for
6 weeks. Crap. You should
have done some planning.
MOVE BACK 2 SPACES

Time to search through
the project archives.
Choose any two cards
from the SH discard pile
and keep them for later
use. Gotta love those
historical records!

(Play on anyone with a NO
PLAN card)
Your vendor says, "No more
progress until you get us
these parts." That's a long
list of parts. It will take two
months to get it all. Crap.
You should have done some
planning.
MOVE BACK 2 SPACES

PMO has reassigned
resources. Player on your
left blind-picks any one of
your Answer cards plays
with that extra card in the
next turn. You play one
card short for two turns.

Management training:
Take all of the SH cards
from one other player.
Then, when you can, play
the worst card on that
player! You are bad…

End of year bonus:
Choose any two Answer
cards from the discard
pile and add them to your
hand. No need to discard.
Just play with the extra
cards until they are gone.

Stuff Happens Cards - Core Release V1.0
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